
The purpose of our meditation is to anchor as much Light as possible in the global financial system! This will occur during the maximum point of the Mercury Transit.

It’s important to know that the current financial system is not fair and that it was in fact designed to enslave humanity.

The coming systemic collapse of the current financial system is actually the collapse of the debt-slavery bubble.

You are also invited to purchase as much silver as you feel guided (at least a pure silver coin .999 if possible) on November 11th, 2019 to go along with our meditation.

Silver connects us to Goddess energy in addition to symbolizing bringing abundance into one’s life.

If the critical mass of 144,000 people buy silver on November 11th, this will create the needed trigger to globally expose the manipulation of silver and gold prices by JP Morgan.

FOR THE VOICE-GUIDED AUDIO ON YOUTUBE PLEASE VISIT THE FOLLOWING LINK (A LINK WHICH AUTOMATICALLY CONVERTS THE MEDITATION START TIME TO YOUR LOCATION IS IN THE DESCRIPTION:

YouTube Channel Name = Smaly7
https://tinyurl.com/silvertrigger

UPDATES & MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THIS MEDITATION: